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Addendum No. 7 
 

Issued: August 26, 2021 
 

RFP-2021- 18 
SOLAR + STORAGE ENGINEERING PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION 

(EPC) 
 

Addendum No. 7 consists of: Questions & Answers 
 

The RFP documents for this work are revised as noted herein. All such revisions become a part 
of the work and shall be factored into your submission. No consideration will be allowed for 
extras due to the Proponent not being familiar with this Addendum. 

 
Please be advised of the following Questions & Answers regarding RFP-2021-18 Solar + Storage 
Engineering Procurement And Construction (EPC): 
 
1. Please provide the following power system data: 

- Maximum three-phase and single line to ground fault levels and X/R ratios at the 8kV PCC 
- Maximum three-phase and single line to ground fault levels and X/R ratios for the future 
25kV PCC 
- Approximate Impedance (real and reactive ohms) of circuit 449 between the 8kV PCC and 
the Giants Head Substation (or, provide conductor sizing and typical phase separation 
distance. We can calculate the impedance from that) 
 
The data is required in order to correctly design and price the grounding grid, protection 
systems and size the reactive-power / voltage-regulation capabilities of the inverters for this 
application.   

Detailed grid information will be provided at a detailed design stage. Please estimate ground 

grid and protection systems as accurately as possible with existing provided information.  

2. Does the BESS inverter need to offer full range power factor capability (0-1 leading and 
lagging)? 

Minimum power factor range of 0.8 leading to 0.8 lagging is required.  

3. What RTU/PLC is at each facility? 
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As per the SCADA upgrade project being completed by independent of this Project, there will 

not be any RTUs at the facilities. The integration will be into the Master and Backup control 

center computers only.  

4. What is the approximate total tag count (or PLC drawings) for all 8 sites? 

Total tag count for protection and metering components existing facilities will be approximately 

30 per site.  

5. Is there security appliances at each site to integrate with for VPN etc; or do we need to 
supply/configure? 

Integrating Solar + BESS SCADA control and monitoring will not require VPN as it will be tied 

into closed telecom system. There will be a VPN required for the remote view only login 

through cellular service. 

6. Do you need daily/weekly/monthly reports emailed for certain values? kw stored, kw re-
injected etc.? 

The District will require regular reporting on the operation of the BESS and solar system. 

Which points, format and delivery method to be determined during detailed design.  

7. Do you need OPC/ODBC/Web Services access for third parties? How many view only 
remote users are required? 

Please see Appendix A – B. Equipment Specifications, 4.9 Security.  

8. Do servers/pc's require UPS? 

Please see Appendix A – B. Equipment Specifications, 4.7 Master Onsite SCADA Equipment 

Requirements. 

9. Is NAS required? 

No. 

10. Is cloud or centralized backup and option or preferred over NAS? 

Refer to question 10. 

11. Do we have to commission each site separately or can we do all at the same time with multiple 
E/I personnel? 

Refer to Addendum 4, question 29. 

12. Do we need SAT on top of FAT; for all sites or just BESS? 

SAT is required for both PV and BESS, refer to Appendix A, Section 6. 

13. Do you require operating manual, control narrative, shutdown key, setpoint list etc.? 

Yes, refer to Appendix A, Section 9. 

 
 
 
End of Addendum No. 7 


